German and U.S. aiming post
stripes.

Storefront signage

1/35
AR35359

1/35
AR35364B (black)
AR35364W (white)

For German buildings

$5.95

$6.95

Waterslide decals for several sets of artillery aiming
posts, either individually or pre-assembled. Comes with
illustrated instructions.

U.S. Researched by: Kurt Laughlin

Sheet of seven dry transfer store signs. Because these
are flexible dry transfers, and have no clear decal film,
they can be applied to textured walls or even windows
to add another level of realism to your diorama. Comes
with translations and detailed instructions.
Shown here in white but also
available in black.

Vietnam era pinups and men’s
magazine covers

Storefront signage

1/35
AR35360

1/35
AR35365B (black)
AR35365W (white)

For French and Belgian buildings

$6.95

$6.95

Sheet with 32 men's magazine covers and 25 pinups
published during the height of the war in Vietnam.
Printed in high-resolution with waterproof ink on
semi-gloss paper. Contains nudity and sales to
individuals under 18 years of age is prohibited.
Suggested by: Andrew Lee

Sheet of seven dry transfer store signs. Because these
are flexible dry transfers, and have no clear decal film,
they can be applied to textured walls or even windows
to add another level of realism to your diorama. Comes
with translations and detailed instructions.
Shown here in white but also
available in black.

U.S. interior stowage labels

Storefront signage

For Netherlands and Belgian buildings

Indicates sheets available to dealers

1/35
AR35361

Sheets not shown actual size. All artwork is copyrighted by Woody Vondracek and may include intentional errors to protect copyrights.

Researched by: Jerry Plettenberg

1/35
AR35366B (black)
AR35366W (white)

$7.95

$6.95

Sheet contains 100 assorted interior stowage labels
with white background and black outline. Comes with
instructions and Wet Media Paper for easy positioning
and application.

Sheet of six dry transfer store signs. Because these are
flexible dry transfers, and have no clear decal film, they
can be applied to textured walls or even windows to add
another level of realism to your diorama. Comes with
translations and detailed instructions.
Shown here in white but also
available in black.

Basic Sherman markings
1/35
AR35362

$7.95

Sheet of stars, bumper codes and registration numbers
to outfit one Sherman tank with basic markings. The
vast majority of Sherman tanks serving in Europe during
WWII had no other markings and this sheet will let you
build a Sherman with any early or late registration
numbers and bumper code unit markings. Comes with
detailed instructions.
Researched by: Cookie Sewell, Henri Closson and
Jean Rondia

OPEL BLITZ INSTRUMENTS
AND PLACARDS
1/35
AR35367

$6.95
Sheet contains enough transfers to build two Italeri 1/24
scale Opel Blitz models or one with spares in case you
mess up. Comes with Wet Medium Paper for easy
positioning and illustrated instructions.
Researched by Norm Samuelson

Modern US insignia stars

U.S. WWII VICTORY POSTERS

1/35
AR35363

1/35
AR35368

$6.95
Sheet of post WWII black US insignia stars (16" and 20"
sizes for M113 APC, M557 APC, M551 Sheridans,
Softskins, etc. and 36" stars for the front of
M60/M60A1/M60A3 tanks) to compliment our sheet of
smaller black stars - AR35322. Comes with instructions.
Researched by Stuart Cox

$6.95
Sheet contains 20 U.S. WWII Victory posters. Printed
with waterproof inks on paper.
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